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ABSTRACT 

Democratic erosion has led scholars to query how voters respond to leaders who violate norms. 
Given polarization and the centrality of identity in partisan affiliations, criticism by co-partisan 
elites may be crucial to checking party leaders. The researchers draw on theories of partisanship as a 
social identity as well as perspectives on leadership and dissent to theorize how partisans respond to 
misbehavior by an ingroup leader, and to criticism of the leader by a co-partisan. They test their 
expectations through multiple survey experiments. They find evidence of ingroup bias in 
evaluations of the misbehaving leader and little evidence that ingroup dissent is an effective 
constraint on leaders. Except in the most serious leadership transgressions of ‘hard’ norms, people 
rally around leaders when confronted with dissent by co-partisan elites. Overall, the results suggest 
that ingroup dissent may not lead to leader accountability.
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Since his inauguration, President Trump has ignited numerous controversies that many view as 

violating democratic norms.1 Democrats and even some Republicans have criticized Trump’s actions. Yet, 

despite critics, the vast majority of Republican voters continue to support Trump. A January 2017 Gallup poll 

showed 89% of Republicans approved of the job Trump was doing as President; by February 2020, after his 

impeachment trial, the proportion remained unchanged (93%). While it is not surprising that Republican 

voters are not persuaded by criticism from Democrats (e.g., Iyengar and Westwood 2015, Huddy, Mason, 

and Aaroe 2015), it is more surprising that Trump seems immune to criticism emanating from within the party.  

Donald Trump is neither the first nor the only contemporary leader to violate democratic norms. 

Issues of political accountability have emerged in Hungary, Poland, Brazil, Israel, Turkey, and elsewhere. 

The continuing support that leaders receive from co-partisan voters despite fervent criticism from domestic 

and external sources has contributed to the growing literature on democratic backsliding. Yet, much of this 

literature, mostly situated in Comparative Politics, focuses on elite competition and the role of norms and 

institutions as constraints on transgressive elite behavior (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2017, cf., Foa and Mounk 

2016, Svolik 2019).  By contrast, we focus on American public opinion and ask whether, in the context of 

hyperpolarization, the co-partisan demos are likely to penalize leaders who may be a threat to democratic 

institutions, particularly if criticism emerges from within the party.   

These leaders’ apparent “Teflon” quality with the party base presents a dilemma for political 

accountability.  Many models of voter decision-making that emphasize the role of popular sovereignty assume 

that voters intrinsically appreciate democratic norms (Jennings and Niemi 1974), and that when voters are 

exposed to negative information about  leaders, especially when contemptible actions are visible and 

frequent, partisans should update their views downward, thus holding leaders accountable (e.g., Fiorina 

1981). Although the public appears to understand when violations of democracy occur (Carey, Clayton, et al. 

                                                        
1 For example, CNN’s list: https://www.cnn.com/2013/07/04/us/donald-trump-fast-facts/index.html.   

https://www.cnn.com/2013/07/04/us/donald-trump-fast-facts/index.html
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2019), these “hard” assumptions of democratic accountability have been questioned by several strands of 

research: first, voters lack ideological constraint (Abramowitz and Saunders 2008); second, people make 

decisions based on heuristics (Zaller 1992); and finally, partisanship is rooted in group identity making ingroup 

members susceptible to ingroup favorability bias and outgroup antagonism (e.g., Mason 2018, Barber and 

Pope 2019, Iyengar and Westwood 2015), which in return means that partisans are less willing to penalize 

transgressions by ingroup leaders relative to partisan outgroup (Carey, Clayton, et al. 2019, Svolik 2019).  

These latter two points suggest that criticism of leaders by co-partisan elites might be the most likely case 

for shifting partisan opinion as outgroup elites carry little credibility among ingroup members. From this 

perspective, public constraints on partisan leaders may rest on whether co-partisan elites voice criticism 

when party leaders violate democratic norms. 

In a recent book, Levitsky and Ziblatt (2017) evoke this expectation by arguing that Republican voters 

will abandon Trump only if other Republican leaders—i.e., trusted ingroup elites—consistently raise their 

voices against the President.  However, there is no evidence theoretically or empirically that this is a valid 

prediction.  In fact, in a recent study, Walter and Redlawsk (2019) show that people appear resistant to punish 

ingroup leaders even when the leader’s behavior goes against partisans’ moral. .Rationalistic theories of 

political evaluation, which emphasize elite performance in domains such as the economy, effective 

governance, and combating corruption, suggest the public has expectations of political leaders and 

conceptualizes political support as a “running tally” of retrospective evaluations (e.g., Fiorina 1981, Mishler 

and Rose 2001).  Since corrupt political behavior is a violation of norms, if not of laws, such theories suggest 

that voters should take such behavior into account and penalize leaders who violate the norms of democracy. 

However, the little evidence we have suggests that this may not be the case in the context of 

hyperpolarization (Carey, Clayton, et al. 2019, Svolik 2019). 

In this study, our key questions are: 1) do co-partisans recognize and penalize leader misbehavior 

on their own? 2) even if co-partisans don’t make the connection unassisted,  when faced with credible ingroup 
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dissent to an ingroup leader’s misbehavior,2 do partisans accept the criticism, decreasing their support for 

the leader, thus increasing the likelihood of political accountability, or do they double-down?   

We draw on partisan social identity theories in political science, as well as psychological theories of 

group leadership and dissent, to theorize how partisans may approach norms-violating leaders and co-

partisan dissenters who criticize such norms violations (e.g., Hogg 2001, Jetten and Horsney 2014, Steffens, 

Haslam, and Reicher 2014).  Not only are the answers to these questions important in their own right, but 

they shed light on broader debates in democratic politics. While elite perspectives on democracy (Levitsky 

and Ziblatt 2017) and scholarship on good government focus on institutional checks (Rothstein and Varraich 

2017), our research points to the potential (and limits) of punishment by the co-partisan mass public. 

Likewise, scholarship on party competition suggests that robust partisanship can be valuable for political 

engagement and democratic responsiveness (e.g., Rosenblum 2008), but our research points to ways that 

partisanship may reduce the accountability of misbehaving elected officials.   

We explore this perspective by leveraging three online survey experiments. Our results suggest that 

partisanship changes the way people evaluate political misbehavior.  Misbehaving leaders benefit from 

ingroup favoritism, especially when voters have actual affective ties to them. Ingroup dissent tends to have 

the opposite effect from what perspectives focused on instrumental support for political institutions suggest: 

there is an affective “rally around the leader” effect which, for real leaders, could extend to boosting support 

in a primary election. Lastly, while dissent is typically viewed as appropriate, it is not generally rewarded, 

                                                        
2 In this article, we use the term “misbehavior” to describe actions that violate democratic norms in some way. 

These types of norms are unrelated to liberal or conservative ideological perspectives. They include: free 

and fair elections, judicial independence, and no abuse of office (for other examples see 

http://brightlinewatch.org/us-elections/, Levitsky and Ziblatt (2017)). Here, we do not engage with violations 

of personal norms, for example an extramarital affair.   

http://brightlinewatch.org/us-elections/
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except for cases of serious norms violations. Taken together, our results show that holding misbehaving 

partisan leaders accountable for their actions is a major challenge for which co-partisan dissent is not 

panacea.    

Theoretic Framework 

Social Identities and Ingroup Political Leadership 

According to Social Identity Theory (SIT), people have a predisposition to favor their ingroup.  

Preserving group identity boundaries is a key goal, whether for individual validation or due to psychological 

needs to maintain firm intergroup boundaries (Steffens et al. 2015).  Even when it comes to responding to 

transgressive leaders, people are not blind but rather “engaged” followers willing to obey authority when they 

identify with the leader (Reicher and Haslam 2011, Reicher, Haslam, and Rath 2008).   

 Research on partisanship and polarization indirectly confirms that people do not follow all authority 

figures, all of the time, but defer to ingroup leaders. Specifically, because partisans operate as members of 

a group, when confronted with interparty conflicts they rely on group biases (Taber and Lodge 2006), and 

are skeptical of leaders of the out-party (Mason 2018, Nicholson 2012). Most recently, scholars show that 

partisans may condemn ethical lapses or democratic norm violations of the out-party but not their own (Walter 

and Redlawsk 2019, Carey, Clayton, et al. 2019, Graham and Svolik 2019). This suggests that people may 

defer to ingroup leaders even when leaders violate norms. 

Beyond the pull of the ingroup, the hierarchical position of the leader may also contribute to their 

ability to violate norms without consequence. Psychology shows that leaders play an important role in groups 

because they are perceived to combine the key positive attributes that members associate with their group 

(Steffens et al. 2015, Hogg 2001).  The more representative of these qualities a leader is perceived to be, 

the greater the support she receives from the ingroup.  Thus, leaders become the yardstick against which 

group members determine their own standing in the group and the normative distance from outgroups. Thus, 

there is an incentive for group members to identify strongly with group leaders as this ensures maximum 
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psychological distance from outgroups (Steffens et al. 2015). The result is that group members are loyal to 

group leaders and perceive them as representative of the group identity (Giessner, van Knippenberg, and 

Sleebos 2009), which, in turn, increases the strength of group attachment (Steffens, Haslam, and Reicher 

2014, Steffens et al. 2015).  Overall, the literature suggests a strong endogenous relationship where 

identifying with leaders generalizes into stronger bonds with the ingroup and stronger connections to the 

ingroup translate into a stronger attachment to leaders. 

 Since evaluations of leaders can translate into evaluations of the ingroup, these assessments are 

not tethered to objective measures of success and failure, or even moral foundations (Walter and Redlawsk 

2019). Group members have incentives to downplay leader failure and over-emphasize success (cf., Rast et 

al. 2015) and group leaders may be granted a “license to fail” (Giessner, van Knippenberg, and Sleebos 

2009). Followers are more likely to interpret questionable/unsuccessful leader actions from the prism of “she 

is doing it for us” and therefore approach the situation with charity (Haslam et al. 2001).  Combined with 

insights on partisanship as identity (Mason 2018), this perspective suggests that the pull of ingroup party 

leaders may be stronger than partisanship alone, thus increasing co-partisan followers’ incentives to 

rationalize/excuse their leader’s misbehavior.  

But what happens when prominent ingroup members, even speaking on behalf of the party, criticize 

the actions of leadership, highlighting normative violations? Although this has been proposed as a key check 

on partisan leadership (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2017), little is known about how partisans navigate ingroup 

conflict where, by definition, partisan cues have no heuristic value.  How do individuals respond to leaders 

whose behavior is at odds with group standards, or to ingroup critics? Does the ingroup identity of the 

dissenter make him effective or does the centrality of the leader to group identity make her immune to 

criticism?  

Social Identity and Ingroup Dissent 

Understanding how group members approach intragroup conflict, and specifically dissent to leaders 
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misbehavior, requires a discussion of how ingroup members engage with two different types of norms 

violations—deviance and dissent. Whereas deviance is defined as the violation of group norms (e.g., 

democratic norms), dissent is defined as the act of disagreement with the group/leader (Jetten and Horsney 

2014, 463).  Even if dissent occurs with the best interests of the group in mind, it may not be seen positively 

by group members. This suggests that even if the norms-defying leader may be viewed as “deviant,” the 

critic’s dissent may also be seen as “deviant” since it goes against the group leader. Both may pose 

challenges for ingroup members who generally seek to protect the boundaries of group identity and may limit 

the effectiveness of critics at moving ingroup opinion of leaders.  

If co-partisans seek to protect the boundaries of group identity, criticism of the leader can produce 

cognitive dissonance.  Individuals may be motivated to reduce dissonance by justifying the behavior of 

leaders as necessary, suggesting ingroup criticism could lead not only to a lack of Bayesian updating, but to 

even greater rallying around leaders (e.g., Redlawsk 2002). In conjunction with the research discussed above 

that highlights the connection between leaders and group identities, this suggests that leaders may be 

insulated from criticism and dissent may not affect co-partisan voters’ evaluations of them. 

There are also several reasons that ingroup dissent may be seen as worse than the initial norms-

defying behavior by the leader. Restoring the positive image of the group, protecting cohesion, and reinforcing 

boundaries are key motivations in determining responses to dissent (Hutchison et al. 2008). Ingroup 

challengers can be punished by members (Hogg 1992, Hornsey et al. 2006) and the “black sheep effect” 

highlights the importance of ingroup identity by suggesting that members are more punitive toward lower 

status ingroup norm violators rather than outgroup members committing the same offense (e.g., Marques, 

Yzerbyt, and Leyens 1988).3  Prior commitment to leaders can also influence group members’ response to 

                                                        
3 This effect may be particularly strong when the dissent relates to a core dimension of group identity, when 

the group is under threat, or when the dissenters embarrass the group (Abrams et al. 2008, Branscombe et 
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dissent (Monin, Sawyer, and Marquez 2008).  Given a leader’s role in a social group, criticism of a leader 

can be interpreted as implicit criticism of the group itself and thus threatening. Combined with the 

perspectives on partisan social identity and leadership, research on dissent suggests that not only might 

criticism of party leaders be ineffective, but it may harm the dissenting member.   

Research Design  

 Our aim is to assess whether, as perspectives on instrumental support for political 

institutions would suggest, partisan voters are critical of misbehaving leaders, particularly when other co-

partisans dissent, or if dissent may not have the intended effect on partisans’ perceptions of party leaders, 

as social identity theories imply. In the hypotheses we lay out below we contrast expectations from the 

instrumental support perspectives with expectations of an ingroup leadership bias. Specifically, the former 

suggests that people can rationally evaluate the behavior of leaders and outputs of institutions and can 

recognize and punish corruption and ineffective governance; thus the (co-partisan) public should effectively 

hold leaders accountable, especially when a trusted source provides damning information (Fiorina 1981, 

Hetherington 2005).  However, the latter highlights the limits of accountability for ingroup leaders. Because 

our hypotheses are more easily understood when presented in direct connection to the experimental design, 

we first explain the study design and then we outline our expectations. In the studies that follow we also 

explore whether the limits of public accountability differ for leaders of a neutral outgroup (where, absent 

partisanship and affect for the leader,  accountability may be most likely), a hypothetical ingroup leader (thus 

controlling for leader affect), or a real ingroup leader; comparisons that allow us to speak to the breadth of 

                                                        
al. 1993, Chekroun and Nugier 2011). Yet it is important to note that dissent is not always rejected and 

punished.  Rather, response to dissent is conditional upon the dissenter’s standing (Galinsky et al. 2008), 

perceived intentions (Hornsey, Trembath, and Gunthorpe 2004), and seriousness of criticism (Hornsey and 

Jetten 2003). 
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deference to leaders and whether ingroup leadership bias applies to both hypothetical and real leaders, or 

only to real leaders that people may clearly see as representing their group identity.  Figure 1 summarizes 

the design for all three studies that we present. Details on sampling, sample sizes, data collection, and 

vignette wording are included in Appendix A. 

[FIGURE 1-HERE] 

In all three studies, respondents were assigned to either an ingroup condition (Republican or 

Democrat, matched to respondent partisanship) or a neutral control condition (Australia).  In two of the three 

studies, respondents in the ingroup condition read a story about a fictitious state Governor (Provincial 

Premier); in the third study, which included only Republican respondents, a third condition referencing 

President Trump was included.  In all studies, the story suggests that the leader violated democratic norms.  

After responding to feeling thermometers (affect) and assessments of how party members should vote in the 

next primary election (vote),4 designed to gauge their initial view of the leader’s behavior, respondents were 

randomly assigned to either a loyalty condition, where they read that the co-partisan leader in the state 

Assembly defended the Governor’s (Premier’s) action, or to a dissent condition, where the co-partisan 

Assembly leader criticized the Governor’s (Premier’s) action.5 In the case of Trump, the dissenting ingroup 

                                                        
4 With the exception of the Trump condition, we could not ask respondents about their own intent to vote 

because the state governor was not identified with a particular state and Americans cannot vote in 

Australian elections. However, we believe that their recommendation also represents their own intended 

action. 

5 Designating the co-partisan supporter or critic as the leader of the party in the legislature is done to 

emphasize the party’s response to the leader and to minimize any confounding related to large status 

differentials; studies show that ingroup members are more likely to punish a marginal group member who is 

critical of the group than a core member (Jetten and Horsney 2014).   
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leader was Senate Majority Leader McConnell. Following this part of the story, respondents were asked to 

evaluate the critic (appropriateness of action, feeling thermometer, and recommendation for primary voting), 

and provide a new set of evaluations of the misbehaving leader, in light of this new information (feeling 

thermometer and vote). 6  

The studies vary in two key ways. First, they vary in whether hypothetical or real leaders are 

referenced. Studies 1 and 2 leverage hypothetical leaders, allowing us to isolate the impact of ingroup 

identities independent of previous affect toward a leader and allow us to examine both Democrats and 

Republicans. Study 3 focuses on Republicans, where we have the opportunity to compare responses to 

hypothetical ingroup leaders and a popular Republican leader: Donald Trump.  

Second, the studies differ in the seriousness of the norms-defying behavior of the leader. We do this 

in two ways. First, the studies differ in whether the violation falls under “soft” or “hard” norms (Levitsky and 

Ziblatt 2017).  Studies 1 and 3 focus on a legally-permissible but ethically objectionable pardon (soft norms), 

while Study 2 focuses on a politically-motivated investigation of judges, essentially an extra-judicial attempt 

to intimidate a co-equal branch of government. This may also be a crime, although it is not discussed as such 

in the story (hard norms).  In Studies 1 and 3, subjects read a story describing the Governor’s decision to 

pardon a party insider who had been convicted of violating campaign finance laws.7 In Study 2 we increased 

the seriousness of the misbehavior by focusing on violations of hard norms.  The story informed respondents 

                                                        
6 To account for the possibility of anchoring effects, we designed two pilot tests in which the respondent is 

informed of both the co-partisan leader’s transgression and the Assembly leader’s response in the same 

text. Patterns of responses to the leader are similar to those reported here. 

7 Although this behavior would be considered “scandalous,” this is not simply a political scandal as it has 

implications for the proper function of a democratic system. We designed our treatments after reviewing the 

list of democratic norms listed and benchmarked by Carey, Helmke, et al. (2019). 
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that in response to a state Supreme Court decision that went against him, the Governor ordered that law 

enforcement investigate the personal lives and finances of the judges who opposed him.8 The Court is 

implicitly assumed to have operated within its bounds and made a decision on the merits of the case. As 

such, it brings us closer to behaviors that emerge in authoritarian regime contexts and which are (presumably) 

unacceptable in democratic politics. Both the pardon and the intimidation of judges are self-serving acts that 

constitute norms violations; however, one is legally proscribed, while the other is only normatively proscribed. 

Second, within the “soft norms” violation (pardon), we consider two different contexts of the norms 

violation that may affect the seriousness of the leader’s action.  In Study 1, respondents were randomly 

assigned into one of two levels of seriousness. Either they were told that the party insider had acted illegally 

to benefit the party (low seriousness – because the act was out of party loyalty), or that the pardoned party 

insider had acted illegally to help the party but also had ties to the Mafia and pocketed some of the ill-gotten 

contributions (high seriousness – because the act involved self-dealing not just party loyalty).  The Governor’s 

behavior in both cases falls under the category of violations of “soft” norms because Governors have absolute 

authority to pardon.  However, we considered that violations of soft norms may not be perceived in a binary 

fashion; the context may be important in partisan evaluations of leaders.  Increasing the seriousness of the 

pardoned offense may affect perceptions of the seriousness of the norms violation. 

In Study 3, which was fielded among Republicans only, we used the same low seriousness condition 

as in Study 1, but in addition to the neutral control and the partisan Governor condition, we included a 

condition that referenced President Trump to test the effect of norms violations and dissent with real leaders.9  

                                                        
8 This is also selected from the list provided by Carey, Helmke, et al. (2019). 

9 We opted not to replicate this with Democratic respondents because we lack an equivalent to President 

Trump. Using a former President or an actual Democratic Governor could introduce confounders.  First, a 

former leader and an extant leader are not psychological equivalents. Also, the most recent Democratic 
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Three additional aspects of the design are of note. First, we compare to a neutral rather than an 

opposing-partisan outgroup leader because studies of negative partisanship suggest that the level of 

negative affect towards out-partisans is very high in the United States (Iyengar, Sood, and Lelkes 2012). 

Previous studies have documented that in the context of hyperpolarization,  partisans respond more critically 

when an outgroup member violates norms or engages in other disliked behaviors (Carey, Clayton, et al. 

2019, Svolik 2019, Walter and Redlawsk 2019).Thus, our approach takes a more conservative test to 

identifying ingroup bias and separates it from the dislike of partisan outgroups. In the absence of outgroup 

bias, perspectives emphasizing instrumental support for institutions are most likely to hold: according to 

Carey, Clayton, et al. (2019) people know what democratic norms are and by extension, they should penalize 

violations when partisan identities do not enter their decision. Second, we opted to locate our control outgroup 

leader in Australia for several reasons. Australia is a federation bearing similarities in structure to the U.S. 

and the Premier is a real office, similar to a U.S. state Governor.  Moreover, it is an English-speaking, mostly 

European-descending country. This allowed us to keep the names of our politicians consistent across 

treatments. In addition, both Democrats and Republicans have positive views of Australia and consider it a 

key ally, so their responses to the story are not likely to be colored by negative views of the country itself 

(Katz and Quealy 2017).10 Finally, given the generally low political knowledge among Americans (Delli Carpini 

                                                        
President was Barack Obama which introduces the confounder of race.  Bill Clinton, the previous Democratic 

President, ended his tenure in 2000 and many people, especially younger Democrats, may not even have 

experienced his presidency as adults. A governor is not the same political focal point as the president of the 

United States, so such a comparison to Trump may not be appropriate especially for those outside the 

governor’s state. 

10 In a separate pre-test we found that while Democrats viewed Australia as more likely to do the right thing 

in its relationship with the U.S. than Republicans (Mean=0.790 for Democrats, Mean=0.687 for Republicans 
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and Keeter 1996), it is unlikely that our respondents know very much about politics in Australia.11  For the 

Australian treatments, we used the “National Party” rather than the Conservative or Labor parties because 

Americans may have affective priors to those labels – which are similar to ideological and group identities of 

U.S. parties – which could impact the results.  

Third, in the Democratic and Republican versions of the treatment we did not include a mention of 

the Governor’s state. We did this to avoid confounding the results with respondents’ knowledge of a given 

state’s politics and their affect for that state. Finally, we used a fictitious name for the Governor (also, the 

Assembly leader and in Studies 1 and 3, the pardoned party insider), and one that evokes white, Anglo-

Saxon males.  We opted to do so in order to avoid any confounders arising from misperceptions of the 

characters’ race and gender. 

As a note on nomenclature, given the complexity of the experiments, we use the following terms in 

the analysis to describe various conditions: “misbehaving leader” refers generally to the norms violating 

leader in both the control and the ingroup conditions, “Australia” refers to the control condition of the neutral 

outgroup leader, “Governor” refers to the partisan ingroup leader who misbehaves, and “Assembly leader” 

refers to the political leader who responds to the misbehavior in both the control and the partisan conditions. 

For Studies 1 and 3, the “businessman” is the person who was pardoned.  

Hypotheses 

Given the structure of the experimental design, we focus on three sets of outcomes: evaluations of 

the misbehaving leader before respondents read about the co-partisan Assembly leader’s response, 

                                                        
on a 0-1 scale, p=0.007), respondents from both parties view Australia more favorably than France, China, 

Russia, or Iran. 

11 Canada would have also met the criteria of a federal country with a European heritage, but it is more likely 

that respondents would be knowledgeable about Canadian politics. 
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evaluations of the misbehaving leader after the co-partisan Assembly leader’s response, and evaluations of 

the co-partisan Assembly leader. For each set of outcomes, we lay out alternative hypotheses that follow 

from instrumental perspectives of democratic accountability as well as expectations that follow from the 

partisan social identity (Mason 2018) and ingroup leadership (Hogg 2001) perspectives discussed above.  

Whereas instrumental support theories suggests that both ingroup and neutral outgroup misbehaving leaders 

will be evaluated similarly and co-partisan dissent against them should be effective, the ingroup leadership 

bias hypotheses suggest that shared partisanship between respondents and the leaders, combined with the 

pull of leadership, will lead to decreased accountability. 

Evaluations of the misbehaving leader before the Assembly leader response: 

H1a (Instrumental support for institutions): Evaluations of the neutral outgroup misbehaving leader 

(control) = evaluations of hypothetical ingroup Governor = evaluations of real partisan leader  

H1b (ingroup leadership bias): Evaluations of the neutral outgroup leader (control) < evaluations of the 

hypothetical ingroup Governor/evaluations of the real partisan leader  

Evaluations of the misbehaving leader after the Assembly leader response: 

H2a (Instrumental support for institutions): Across all groups, evaluations of the misbehaving leader in 

the loyalist condition are higher than evaluations of misbehaving leader in the dissent condition (because 

the new information allows people to update their evaluation of the leader). 

H2b (ingroup leadership bias): In both the hypothetical ingroup misbehaving leader condition and the 

real leader condition, dissent is expected to be ineffective: it is either ignored or it produces a rally around 

the ingroup leader (evaluation of misbehaving leader in loyalist condition =< evaluation of misbehaving 

leader in dissent condition).  

Evaluations of the co-partisan Assembly leader:  

H3a (Instrumental support for institutions): Respondents reward the dissenter for calling out wrongdoing. 

Across all groups, evaluations of the loyalist Assembly leader are lower than evaluations of the dissenting 
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Assembly leader (as people reward the dissenter for providing new information relevant to a voter’s political 

calculus and for taking the normatively appropriate position).  

H3b (ingroup leadership bias): For both the hypothetical Governor condition and the real leader condition, 

partisans penalize the dissenter for being disloyal and threatening the integrity of the group. 

Furthermore, the combination of studies in our design allows us to assess whether any ingroup 

leadership bias extends to both hypothetical and real leaders, or, whether it is confined to real leaders with 

whom respondents have affective group attachments. For instance, in hypothesis 2b, partisan affiliation may 

be necessary and sufficient to produce a threat to the integrity of the group and to produce a rally effect in 

response for both the hypothetical and real leaders. Alternatively, partisanship may be necessary but not 

sufficient to produce a threat to the integrity of the group and a corresponding rally effect; rather, it requires 

real ingroup leaders who are central to partisans’ identities to produce a “rally around the leader” effect.   

Data & Analysis 

Study 1 was fielded with Lucid from Oct. 24-26, 2018 and included 1,379 respondents.  Study 2 

was fielded with Lucid from May 29-31, 2019 and included 1,752 respondents. Both samples were balanced 

to national census demographics on gender, race, region, and age (prior to dropping independents).12 Study 

3 was conducted on Amazon’s MTurk from October 24-25, 2018 and included a total of 760 respondents 

who completed the entire questionnaire. Only respondents who self-identified as Republican were included 

in the study; independents and Democrats were screened out. Appendix Tables A1-A3 show the number of 

respondents for each condition in each of the three experiments.  Balance tables and descriptive statistics 

for each of the studies are in Appendix A, Sections A3 and A4. 

For ease of comparison, we present results from all three studies concurrently rather than 

                                                        
12 For both studies, this number excludes pure independents, speeders and partial completes. 
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sequentially.  All measures included in the analysis were re-coded on a 0-1 scale to allow comparability 

across measures. Figures start with Study 1 and proceed left to right to Study 3.  The analysis presents 

pooled partisan results for several reasons. First, our theoretical expectations do not differentiate between 

parties and the literature on partisanship suggests symmetrical behaviors. Second, we did not manipulate 

partisanship in the experiments. Third, the results confirm no systematic and consistent differences in 

responses across partisan groups.13  

Crime Seriousness - Studies 1 & 3 

Before turning to the results, we briefly discuss whether respondents recognized the differences in 

seriousness of the pardoned crime in Studies 1 and 3. Respondents’ evaluation of the underlying pardoned 

crime is an important component of the experiment because our theoretical framework focuses on leader 

behaviors that defy norms. Although the leader’s behavior in Studies 1 and 3 is the same in that he pardons 

the businessman, when the underlying crime is more serious, the leader’s response may be seen as a more 

alarming violation. For instance, if the criminal behavior is more egregious or self-serving, the pardon may 

be seen as occurring solely because of financial contributions to the party. For Studies 1 and 3, both our pre-

treatment measures and a pre-test study suggest that campaign finance violations are viewed as a 

moderately serious crime.14  First, in a pre-treatment question in Study 1 we asked partisans to rank six 

different crimes in terms of seriousness (re-coded 0-1 where higher values are more serious). Respondents 

                                                        
13 This is consistent with other findings such as Carey, Clayton, et al. (2019) and Svolik (2019). These 

studies find symmetrical support for partisan candidates who violate democratic norms, but do not address 

questions of ingroup dissent. 

14 Extant research shows that the public takes campaign finance violations seriously and is willing to punish 

violators (Wood and Grose 2019). 
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ranked campaign finance violations as moderately serious (Mean=0.424).15  

In a pre-test study, we also tested evaluations of the relative seriousness of our low seriousness 

crime (campaign finance violations) and high seriousness crime (campaign finance violations + self-

dealing/mafia ties) conditions on a 5-point scale (recoded 0-1). We found no partisan difference in initial 

rankings of the crime seriousness relative to other white-collar crimes (MeanD=0.393, MeanR=0.332, 

p=0.149). Moreover, when given similar descriptions of the crime as those used in Study 1, respondents 

viewed the crime as more serious when the businessman was described as self-dealing (Meanlow=0.625, 

Meanhigh=0.702, p=0.03). Adding information about the businessman having ties to the mafia also increased 

the perceived seriousness of the crime (Meanlow, no mafia=0.625, Meanhigh, mafia=0.789, p<0.001).  These 

patterns highlight that people not only recognize campaign violations as a crime but see it as a more serious 

crime when the convicted individual has a criminal background (Mafia ties) and personally benefits from the 

crime. 

In Studies 1 and 3, after respondents were exposed to the pardon story, we again asked them to 

evaluate the seriousness of the crime being pardoned. Whether pooling the data or analyzing Democrats 

and Republicans separately, we see that respondents in Study 1, where crime seriousness varied, react to 

the crime seriousness conditions as expected, viewing the high seriousness crime as significantly more 

serious (Appendix A, Section A5).  

Despite recognizing that the treatments varied in seriousness, we find that crime seriousness has no 

differential effects on the evaluation of the misbehaving leader or the Assembly leader. This is an important 

finding in itself because it suggests another dimension of the “principle/implementation” disjuncture, meaning 

that the way partisans evaluate a criminal offense in the abstract diverges substantially from the way they 

                                                        
15 Democrats considered this a more serious crime than did Republicans (MeanD=0.447, MeanR=0.397, 

p=0.005) perhaps reflecting contemporary partisan discourse around these issues.   
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respond to political leaders whose actions (i.e., pardon and response to pardon) should be evaluated in terms 

of the seriousness of the original transgression. In this sense, people seem to understand the political context 

as separate from the criminal context.16 Given the null findings on the effects of crime seriousness on 

misbehaving leader and Assembly leader evaluations, for the remaining analyses presented herein, we pool 

across the low and high seriousness conditions in Study 1, effectively analyzing a 2x3 experiment (Appendix 

A, Section A6).   

Seriousness of Violation - Study 2 

 In Study 2 (investigation of judges), respondents are not asked to evaluate two separate behaviors 

by two distinct actors (as with the criminal act by the businessman and the pardon by the leader), but rather 

the action of the misbehaving leader in response to a decision by a different branch of government (the 

Court).  This action is not described as criminal, but rather as a violation of political and institutional norms 

but in fact, this behavior is a crime in many jurisdictions.  

We conducted a separate pre-test among a sample of 896 respondents using a convenience sample 

(Lucid) who were asked to rank order the seriousness of various behaviors that could be thought as 

deviations from ethical and democratic norms. All items were re-coded on a 0-1 scale with “1” reflecting the 

highest ranking in terms of crime seriousness.  Investigating judges as a retaliation for their rulings had a 

mean score of 0.599 in terms of seriousness, higher than pardoning a party insider (Mean=0.536), which 

captures the violation in Studies 1 and 3. Only self-dealing (awarding contracts to his own firm) was a very 

close second (Mean=0.5881). Appendix Tables A12a and A12b provide details on all six items included in 

the survey and relevant statistics. This pre-test highlights that investigating judges is seen as more serious 

                                                        
16 An alternative interpretation is that there is a threshold dynamic in effect: partisans’ response to leaders 

may turn negative only for very serious crimes, more serious than those contemplated in these 

experiments.  This interpretation, that partisans are fully complicit, is the more pessimistic scenario.  
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than pardoning party insiders, making the leader’s behavior in Study 2 a more serious norms violation than 

in Studies 1 and 3. 

Evaluation of the Misbehaving Leader Prior to Dissent 

 First, we look at the evaluations of the misbehaving leader once respondents were informed of the 

pardon of the insider (Studies 1 & 3) or the call for an investigation of judges (Study 2) but prior to any reaction 

from the co-partisan Assembly leader. For this analysis, we focus on two measures: affect for the 

misbehaving leader (thermometer score) and how they recommend that party members should vote in the 

primary.  

Upon reading the story about the misbehaving leader’s misbehavior, partisans expressed greater 

affect for the partisan Governor than the Australian Premier, which suggests an ingroup leadership bias 

consistent with social identity theory (Tajfel and Turner 1979).17 Figure 2 shows the means for the 

misbehaving leader thermometer score in the Australia condition and the ingroup Governor condition for all 

three experiments (as well as evaluations of Trump in Study 3).  In Study 1, affect for the misbehaving leader 

is higher in the ingroup condition compared to the Australia control (MeanG=0.325; MeanA=0.278; p<0.001). 

The pattern carries over in Study 2 which involves the more serious violation of interfering with the courts 

(MeanG=0.404; MeanA=0.374; p=0.014).  In Study 3, conducted among Republicans, there is no ingroup 

favoritism effect for the Republican Governor relative to the Australian Premier, but there is a substantial 

difference of 31 percentage points when it comes to Trump who is rated far more warmly than either of the 

two hypothetical leaders (MeanG=0.325; MeanA=0.346; MeanT=0.657; p<0.001).  These patterns suggest 

                                                        
17 Given the experimental design, we cannot say whether the extent of ingroup bias to a misbehaving 

leader is smaller, larger, or the same magnitude as the ingroup bias we would find if the leaders did not 

engage in norms violations. The differences in means presented here speak only to the presence of 

ingroup bias in the response to the misbehaving leader. 
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that partisans do not evaluate ingroup leaders identically to outgroup leaders, providing ingroup leaders with 

more leeway for norms violations. Moreover, in the case of the real ingroup leader, Trump, support among 

Republicans after exposure to the information about misbehavior far outpaces that for the hypothetical 

leaders.   

[FIGURE 2- HERE] 

Next, we assess the effect of the vignette on how respondents think party members should vote in 

the party primary – for the misbehaving leader or his challenger (Figure 3).18  In Study 1, which represents 

the less serious violation case, we find that electoral support for the misbehaving leader is somewhat higher 

in Australia than in the partisan Governor condition (MeanG=0.272; MeanA=0.299; p=0.09), but this difference 

is not statistically significant at conventional levels (i.e., p<0.05). The difference is more pronounced in Study 

2 which references the more serious normative violation (investigation of judges). Here, however, intent to 

vote for the neutral outgroup violator is significantly higher than for the ingroup partisan Governor 

(MeanG=0.404; MeanA=0.437; p=0.01).  This suggests some optimism that ingroup leaders may be held 

accountable. However, Study 3 presents a starkly different picture.  Although voting support for the 

misbehaving leader is similar between the Australia and the hypothetical Governor conditions (MeanG=0.309; 

MeanA=0.306; p=0.895), which is consistent with our findings in Study 1, this is not the case for Trump. Intent 

to vote for Trump is actually more than double of that for the control condition (MeanT=0.653; MeanA=0.306; 

p<0.001), providing little evidence that ingroup leaders are likely to be punished for norms violations.   

[FIGURE 3-HERE] 

                                                        
18 We opted to ask about voting in the primary rather than the general election because we expect that 

given the psychological pull of ingroup identity and partisanship in American elections, partisans are 

unlikely to switch their vote to a different party.  It is more realistic to expect that if partisans are likely to 

punish a misbehaving leader, this would happen in the primary election. 
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From these results, we can draw several inferences. Affect and voting behavior do not always move 

in tandem; it depends both on who is being evaluated (hypothetical vs. real leader) and, to some extent, the 

seriousness of the infraction. In each of the studies, partisans exhibit ingroup bias in their affective evaluations 

(with Study 3 showing ingroup bias for President Trump only). Yet, we do not observe an ingroup bias in 

primary voting in any of the Governor conditions; only with Republicans and President Trump. The only 

evidence of partisans holding ingroup leaders more accountable than outgroup leaders is in the vote intention 

in the high seriousness condition (Study 2). Combined, this suggests that ingroup leaders may have leeway 

for moderate norms violations.19   

Evaluation of the Misbehaving Leader after Ingroup Dissent 

                                                        
19 Studies 1 and 3 included two items seeking to assess whether partisans believed that the misbehaving 

leader’s response was justified because the pardon decision falls within his discretionary authority and 

because the businessman being pardon had proven his loyalty to the party (see Appendix A, Section A8 for 

the actual wording).  We created an index based on these two binary items to assess to what degree there 

is an ingroup bias in offering a motivated justification for the leader’s action.  Results show that respondents 

assigned to the partisan Governor condition were significantly more likely to suggest that the Governor’s 

actions were justified compared to the Australia control (MeanA=0.179, MeanG=0.229; p<0.01). In Study 3, 

we see no ingroup bias in motivated justification of the leader’s action when it comes to the partisan Governor 

(MeanA=0.213, MeanG=0.236; p=0.493) but we do find a substantively large and statistically significant 

difference in willingness to excuse the action when it comes to Trump (MeanA=0.213, MeanT=0.421; 

p<0.001).  In Study 2, we included an item suggesting that the misbehaving leader would be justified to shut 

down courts under certain circumstances (measured on a 4pt scale from very true to very false). We find no 

ingroup bias in motivated justification when it comes to the investigation of judges action (MeanA=0.439, 

MeanG=0.426; p=0.402) as a surprisingly large proportion of people in both groups agreed with the statement.  
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Next, we look at partisans’ responses to the same two measures of affect and intent to vote, but after 

they were exposed to the reaction from the Assembly leader. These tests speak to whether dissent reduces 

support for the leader, as would be expected under our “instrumental” hypothesis, and the comparison 

between the Australia and ingroup Governor conditions allows us to examine if these responses are unique 

to ingroup leaders or translate more broadly to political leaders. Figure 4 shows the mean thermometer scores 

for Australia, the Governor, and Trump by loyalty and dissent from the Assembly Leader.  In Study 1 (soft 

norms violation, pardon of insider), affect for the misbehaving Australian Premier is significantly stronger 

among those exposed to the dissent than the loyalty condition (MeanLoyalty = 0.285, MeanDissent = 0.650, 

p<0.001).  The same boost is evident in the case of the ingroup partisan Governor (MeanLoyalty = 0.350, 

MeanDissent = 0.643, p<0.001).  This suggests that exposure to dissent can produce an affective “rally around 

the leader” effect which emerges even when the leader who is being criticized belongs to a neutral outgroup. 

In essence, respondents appear to behave as ingroup members who rally on the side of the criticized leader.  

However, a different pattern emerges when we look at the hard norms violation case (Study 2; judges).  Here, 

dissent has no effect on affect for the misbehaving leader in the Australia condition (MeanLoyalty = 0.367, 

MeanDissent = 0.382, p=0.413). However, in the ingroup Governor condition, dissent produces a statistically 

significant affective penalty (MeanLoyalty = 0.429, MeanDissent = 0.375, p=0.005).  In Study 3, which is based 

on the same soft norms/less serious violation as Study 1, the results also suggest an affective “rally around 

the leader” effect not only for Australia (MeanLoyalty = 0.377, MeanDissent = 0.709, p<0.001), and the 

hypothetical Governor (MeanLoyalty = 0.384, MeanDissent = 0.716, p<0.001), but also for Trump (MeanLoyalty = 

0.533, MeanDissent = 0.622, p=0.004).   

[FIGURE 4- HERE] 

 Next, we look at the effect of dissent on intent to vote for the misbehaving leader (Figure 5). In Study 

1, representing the soft norms violation, the results suggest that dissent has no effect on partisans’ intent to 

vote for the leader in the primary.  This is the case for both the control condition of Australia (MeanLoyalty = 
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0.319, MeanDissent = 0.323, p=0.845) and in the ingroup Governor condition (MeanLoyalty = 0.333, MeanDissent 

= 0.337, p=0.870).  Moving to Study 2, which references the hard norms violation, effect of dissent relative 

to loyalty is also null for both Australia (MeanLoyalty = 0.402, MeanDissent = 0.417, p=0.423) and the partisan 

Governor condition (MeanLoyalty = 0.417, MeanDissent = 0.386, p=0.102).   The results are different in Study 3. 

Here, dissent leads to a significant “rally around the leader” effect for all three conditions, with respondents 

exposed to the dissent expressing much higher voting support for the Australian Premier (MeanLoyalty=0.356; 

MeanDissent=0.740; p<0.001), the partisan Governor (MeanLoyalty=0.405; MeanDissent=0.714; p<0.001), and 

Trump (MeanLoyalty=0.472; MeanDissent=0.620; p<0.001). 20 

[FIGURE 5-HERE] 

 Taken together, these results suggest that dissent tends to either boost support for the misbehaving 

leader, or have no effect, whether affective or in terms of voting intent.21  This suggests that people are not 

behaving as instrumental theories of democracy might suggest. Contrary to the ingroup leadership 

hypothesis, however, we found that even neutral outgroup leaders are not harmed by dissent.22  Only in the 

case of the ingroup partisan leader involved in a very serious violation did we pick up an affective penalty, 

                                                        
20 The results from Study 1 were partially replicated in a pilot study conducted on M-Turk which references 

the low seriousness condition only. Here too, we found that dissent can produce a “rally around the leader” 

effect, in this case, in the neutral control condition (Appendix B).    

21 We observe similar patterns using within-subjects analyses of affect and vote for the leader, controlling 

for initial assessments provided by respondents after the first portion of the vignette (see Appendix D). 

22 This result may be driven, to a degree, by question wording that induces our subjects to behave as 

ingroup members.  The questions ask them to advise a member of the party in Australia on how to respond 

to their leader’s misbehavior and the response from the co-partisan leader (see Appendix A, Section A8). It 

is possible that this may have activated some partisan ingroup considerations.  
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but since the experiment did not include a Trump condition, we are unable to say whether this extends to the 

case of real leaders with whom respondents have a stronger pre-existing affective attachment.  Critically, not 

one of our experiments suggests an electoral penalty for the misbehaving leader when the Assembly leader 

dissents, regardless of the seriousness of the crime. 

Evaluation of the Dissenting Co-Partisan Assembly Leader 

 Our results so far suggest that dissent has either no effect or the opposite effect from the one 

expected by instrumental perspectives and those that emphasize the public’s commitment to democratic 

institutions.  Could this be because partisans disapprove of dissent and perhaps think of it as evidence of 

inappropriate behavior? Our studies set out to assess this possibility by asking participants to evaluate the 

responding Assembly leader.  We included three key measures: appropriateness of the response, feeling 

thermometer for the Assembly leader, and recommendations for how party members should in the Assembly 

leader’s primary election.  As Figure 6 shows, partisans generally assess dissent as an appropriate response 

to the Governor’s misbehavior.  This is true regardless of the seriousness of the infraction.  Specifically, in 

Study 1, representing the soft norms violation, both in the Australia (MeanLoyalty =0.338, MeanDissent =0.814, 

p<0.001) and the ingroup Governor conditions (MeanLoyalty=0.415, MeanDissent=0.806, p<0.001) partisans 

judge the dissenting response as more appropriate than the loyalty response.  This is also the case for Study 

2, which deals with the more serious offense (Australia: MeanLoyalty= 0.517, MeanDissent=0.732, p<0.001; 

Governor: MeanLoyalty=0.570, MeanDissent = 0.788, p<0.001).  The same results emerge in Study 3, which 

includes the real leader as well as the hypothetical leaders (Australia: MeanLoyalty=0.392; MeanDissent=0.821, 

p<0.001; Governor: MeanLoyalty=0.460; MeanDissent=0.803, p<0.001; Trump: MeanLoyalty=0.549; 

MeanDissent=0.715, p<0.001). Across the board, even in the case of the real partisan leader (in this case, Mitch 
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McConnell is the dissenter), dissent is judged as appropriate.23 

[FIGURE 6-HERE] 

 Next, we look at feeling thermometer evaluations to assess whether affect for the Assembly leader 

is influenced by his dissent against the misbehaving leader.  Results are shown in Figure 7. For Study 1 (soft 

norms), although the partisan dissenter’s response is judged as more appropriate than the partisan loyalist’s 

response, dissent seems to have no statistically discernible effect on affective evaluations, whether in the 

Australia condition (MeanLoyalty=0.267, MeanDissent = 0.274, p=0.705) or the ingroup Governor condition 

(MeanLoyalty=0.316, MeanDissent = 0.309, p=0.725).  This is not the case, however, for Study 2 (hard norms). 

Here, where the gravity of the offense is greater, in both the Australia control (MeanLoyalty = 0.371, 

MeanDissent=0.569, p<0.001) and the ingroup Governor (MeanLoyalty=0.449, MeanDissent=0.618, p<0.001) 

conditions, dissent boosts affect for the responding leader.  In Study 3, we replicate the results from Study 1 

which involves the same soft norms violation.  In all three conditions, there is no difference in affect between 

the loyalist and the dissenter (Australia: MeanLoyalty=0.340, MeanDissent = 0.288, p=0.102; Governor: 

MeanLoyalty=0.333, MeanDissent = 0.321, p=0.729; Trump: MeanLoyalty=0.661, MeanDissent = 0.661, p=0.996).  

This suggests that only in the case of very serious offenses by the leader does co-partisan dissent boost 

affect for the critic. 

[FIGURE 7-HERE] 

 Finally, Figure 8 shows the effects of dissent on primary vote for the co-partisan Assembly leader.  

                                                        
23 Additional analyses of items asking whether the misbehaving leader, the Assembly leader, both or neither 

“best serves” the party and “embarrasses” the party also show that in the dissent conditions the Assembly 

leader is substantially more likely to be thought to “best serve” the party, while the Governor is more likely to 

“embarrass” the party (See Appendix A, Section A7). This further suggests that partisans see value in dissent 

and dislike leader misbehavior.  
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In Study 1, there is no difference between intent to vote for the loyalist and the dissenter either in the Australia 

control (MeanLoyalty=0.512, MeanDissent = 0.501, p=0.670) or in the ingroup Governor conditions 

(MeanLoyalty=0.513, MeanDissent = 0.500, p=0.547). When the norms violation by the leader is greater, however, 

we do observe dissent being rewarded. In Study 2 (hard norms; judges), dissent boosts primary voting for 

the responding Assembly leader in both the Australia control (MeanLoyalty = 0.426, MeanDissent=0.599, p<0.001) 

and the ingroup Governor conditions (MeanLoyalty = 0.476, MeanDissent = 0.617, p<0.001).  In Study 3, which 

also involves the soft norms violation, we see a replication of the null results from Study 1 for all three groups 

(Australia: MeanLoyalty=0.472, MeanDissent = 0.494, p=0.595; Governor: MeanLoyalty=0.439, MeanDissent = 0.498, 

p=0.125 Trump: MeanLoyalty=0.520, MeanDissent = 0.487, p=0.396). 24 

[FIGURE 8-HERE] 

  Taken together, our results suggest that partisans recognize dissent when they see it and deem it 

appropriate.  In the case of serious leader violations, the dissenter also may get a boost in affect and even 

an electoral benefit. Yet, this same benefit does not hold in the case of less serious norms violations. When 

taken together with the findings that people rally around the leader when he is criticized by the Assembly 

leader in his own party, the results suggest that leaders may be immune to even ingroup criticism unless the 

misbehavior is deemed extremely serious. Moreover, criticism of the leader helps the dissenting co-partisan 

only in very extreme cases, giving them little reason to risk dissent against a popular leader.  

Conclusion 

 Various perspectives suggest that dissent could be a powerful tool to enforce leader accountability, 

as voters are expected to update their evaluation of the leader based on the new information.  Recent 

                                                        
24 Appendix C provides power calculations that show that our studies had the power to detect relatively 

modest effects (e.g., one-fifth of a standard deviation), suggesting that these are fairly precisely estimated 

null results. 
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scholarship, taking into account the strong hold of partisanship on voter attitudes, has suggested that the 

most effective and believable source of dissent is from within the party. If fellow ingroup leaders identify a top 

leader’s behavior as inappropriate or a violation of norms or laws, then voters will punish the misbehaving 

leader. Yet our studies show that even when dissent and criticism of the leader’s actions originates from 

within the ingroup, this does not generally have the desired results.  Even though people recognize dissent 

as appropriate, they generally fail to apply it in their evaluations of the misbehaving leader. 

 These patterns confirm that leaders occupy a special position within political groups, possibly as the 

key representations of group identity.  Information about the leader that is inconsistent with the group’s core 

values and norms may be threatening to group members because it endangers the normative boundaries 

and cohesion of the group.  Under such circumstances, group members are motivated to discount the 

information and protect the leader. Yet we also find that people rally around leaders of neutral outgroups 

when faced with co-partisan dissent, which suggests that the power of leaders may extend beyond their ties 

to people’s own group identities.  

As shown in the Milgram (1963) studies, people have a strong tendency to acquiesce to authority 

even at the expense of others. This suggests that accountability may be limited in intragroup contexts or even 

in the case of neutral outgroup leaders.   While serious norms violations and dissent from within the party 

can shift affective evaluations, a leader who violates established norms is unlikely to face an electoral penalty 

from the party base, even when the violation is considered to be quite serious.  We do not know whether 

there is an upper bound to this tolerance of a norms-violating leader; however, our results show that dissent 

to both pardoning party insiders and politically motivated interference with the judicial system fail to 

significantly shift the electoral prospects of the leader in the primary election, even when they do shift affective 

attitudes.  

Contemporary American politics further suggests that if leaders have unmediated access to their 

followers, for example through social media, not only can they defend themselves against legitimate ingroup 
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dissent, but perhaps force penalties on the dissenters. We have witnessed Donald Trump levying criticism 

against internal critics from Senator McCain, to James Comey, to Rep. Amash, to Senator Romney, to 

Administration officials testifying as part of the impeachment hearings. This subsequent step of leader 

response or backlash on dissenters is an open question that should be addressed in follow-up studies. 

 More broadly, this research suggests that the role of public opinion in the elevation and preservation 

of illiberal leaders through democratic electoral processes is a crucial area of research that has been sidelined 

by scholars of democracy and authoritarianism whose main focus has been institutions. The patterns found 

across the studies in this article suggest that political science needs to rethink mechanisms of leader 

accountability, especially in polarized democracies.  Partisan social identity and extreme polarization may be 

threats to institutions in more ways than political scientists have anticipated so far. 
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Figure 2. Affect for Governor (Prior to Assembly Leader Response) 

 

Figure 3. Intent to Vote for Governor (Prior to Assembly Leader Response) 
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decided against Leader (Study 
2)

Australia 
control
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Figure 1.  Experimental Design (Studies 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 4. Affect for Governor (Post Assembly Leader Response) 

 

Figure 5. Intent to Vote for Governor (Post Assembly Leader Response) 

 

Figure 6. Appropriateness of Assembly Leader Response
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Figure 7. Affect for Responding Assembly Leader 

 

Figure 8. Intent to Vote for Assembly Leader 
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